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I propose students to do ...

- Create article
- Read and fix article
- Create picture
- Contribute to wikibook
- Solve exercise and post it to wiki
How does it work

- Work in Wiki usually alternative task
- Student can get additional points by doing Wiki-task
- Wiki-tasks accord to current course
- A student can choose more appropriate task
Pitfalls

• It swallows a lot of time!
• Waterwave of works at the end of semester
• Students don't create perfect texts
• Students usually don't read instruction
Tips & Tricks

- Propose students to fix articles created another ones
- Use deadlines because student works iteratively
- Help a student to select task
- Communicate online with students
- Create help-page for students
I propose students to do …

- Does it works for student?
- How to measure effect?
- Make contribute to Wikipedia as common practice
- Ukrainian community creates material for school program
- We hope that using Wiki will be common practice